SINGAPORE STANDARD SS600 (AMENDED) - BUNKER SAMPLE COLLECTION (5 SAMPLES)

**Important Notes**

* If no bunker surveyor is engaged, this sample shall be retained by the bunker tanker.

# This sample shall be sent to the testing laboratory administering the fuel quality testing programme. If the vessel is not under a fuel quality testing programme, this sample need not be collected.

- The representative samples shall be obtained from a single custody transfer point i.e. at the manifold of the vessel.
- There shall be an agreement between the shipowners/bunker buyers and bunker suppliers on the sample bottles to be used. The sample bottles used shall comply with the requirements of SS600.
- If additional SS600 samples are required, shipowners/bunker buyers and bunker suppliers shall have this requirement specified in their contractual agreement to prevent confusion and disputes.
- Failure to comply with the SS600 requirements on sample collection and distribution may delay the vessel and bunker tanker’s schedule.
- Seals and counter seals (if used) for these five samples shall be recorded in the respective sample label and Bunker Delivery Note.
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